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Challenge 
A major challenge of data-intensive biomedical research is the collection 

and representation of provenance information to ensure the 

reproducibility of studies. 

In order to communicate and reproduce multi-step analyses on data sets 

that contain data for hundreds of samples, it is crucial to be able to 

visualize the provenance graph at different levels of detail. Most 

approaches for provenance visualization are based on node-link diagrams 

and do not scale well to due to the limitations of this visualization 

approach.  

New visualization approaches are needed that exploit common 

properties of provenance graphs in order to overcome the scalability 

issue.



Refinery Platform 
The Refinery Platform (http://www.refinery-platform.org) is an integrated 

web-based data management and analysis platform that is designed to 

enable collaborative and reproducible biomedical research. Refinery 

handles data at the file level and facilitates the execution of workflows on 

one or more input files in the Galaxy (Goecks et al. 2010, http://
www.galaxyproject.org) bioinformatics workbench. For each of these 

analyses, Refinery automatically tracks comprehensive provenance 

information, including workflows applied, workflow parameters, tool 

versions, input files, the user executing the analysis, and others. Every 

analysis consists of one or more subanalyses, which correspond to the 

execution of a Galaxy workflow on a set of input files.  



Provenance & Meta Data 
ISA-Tab (“Investigation-Study-Assay”, http://www.isa-commons.org) is a 

flexible general purpose file format to describe biological experiments. The 

data model of Refinery is modeled after the ISA-Tab file format and 

provides extensive provenance information in an "experiment graph", 

which links all files to the inputs that they were derived from. Refinery 

provides a faceted-browsing interface and a flexible matrix view to enable 

users to quickly filter through datasets with thousands of samples 

annotated in ISA-Tab (or tab-delimited text files). 



User Tasks & Requirements 
T1: High-Level Overview 

Analysts want to start the exploration by inspecting an aggregated version 

of the provenance graph, giving them a rough overview of which 

workflows were run how often, in which configuration, and when. 

T2: Attribute Encoding  

Analyses are annotated with a series of attributes such as date and time of 

execution, in- and output files, and who triggered the analysis. This 

information needs to be encoded effectively using basic visual channels 

such as color, shape, size in combination with carefully designed glyphs. 

T3: Drill-Down on Demand 

Although the graph should be presented as reduced and abstract as 

possible, analysts need to get down to the lowest level of detail. They 

should be able to drill-down into subgraphs that are of current interest, 

while the rest of the graph should be kept in a compact representation.



User Tasks & Requirements (cont’d) 
   

T4: Investigate Changes  

Changes can occur at the level of the input files, the workflows, and also its 

parameterization. The provenance visualization needs to provide the 

analysts with the means to explore, track, and understand the changes 

over time.  

T5: Investigate Causality 

A crucial task in the exploration of provenance graphs is to let analysts 

investigate the chain of files and transformations that contributed to a 

certain analysis result. This task can be addressed by allowing analysts to 

highlight the full path through the provenance graph that lead to one or 

more nodes of interest. 

We elicited these user tasks and requirements together with domain experts.



Interface Overview 

The provenance graph (a) is aggregated and filtered based on the selected analysis execution time and 

the weighted degree-of-interest (DOI) components (b). In the top center of the graph, two horizontally 

aligned workflows show a compound layer node, where the top node represents the layer itself while 

two workflows are extracted based on their specific DOI value exceeding a predefined threshold. The 

toolbar (c) provides node type specific views (layer, analysis, subanalysis, workflow) and attribute 

mapping onto nodes.
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Aggregation Strategies 
Hierarchical Aggregation 

The hierarchical nature of the provenance graph can be exploited to 

incorporate semantic aggregation into the visualization approach. In 

Refinery, the provenance graph consists of analyses, which in turn consist 

of subanalyses that represent the execution of a workflow on a set of input 

files. Workflows are subgraphs that consist of atomic file and tool nodes. 

Encoding in aggregate glyph addresses Tasks T1, T2, and T3. 

Motif Discovery 

We use network motif discovery to aggregate similar analysis paths 

(Maguire et al. 2013). A motif is characterized by workflow type and 

parameters, subanalysis count, and in- and outgoing edges. Motifs are 

detected computationally and are aggregated into a compound layer node, 

effectively creating another hierarchy level above analyses.



Aggregation Examples
Workflow (Level 0 - no aggregation)

Analysis (Level 2)Subanalysis (Level 1)

Motif (Level 3 - layers)



Dynamic Control of Aggregation 
Modular Degree-of-Interest Function 

Our approach uses a modular degree-of-interest (DOI) function (Abello et 
al. 2013, Van Ham et al. 2009) to determine the level of detail for every 

node, including aggregated nodes, of the provenance graph. The DOI 

function incorporates properties and topology of the graph, e.g., node 

relationships, node creation time, as well as actions taken by the user ,e.g., 

selection, filtering, distance (Furnas 1986). The DOI computed based on 

these criteria automatically controls the degree of hierarchical 

aggregation applied to the nodes in the graph, addressing Tasks T1, T3, T4, 

and T5. High DOI values, for example, will be assigned to selected and 

highlighted components, triggering an expansion of the selected aggregate 

nodes or nodes along a highlighted path. We use a stacked bar chart to 

represent the weight of the components that influence the computed DOI 

value.



Degree-of-Interest: Highlighting

Aggregation is decreased for nodes along highlighted path showing derived results.



Degree-of-Interest: Heterogeneity

Aggregation is decreased for nodes that contain heterogeneous subgraphs.



Node Attributes
Color by Workflow Type

Color by Node Type

Nodes are colored based on the workflow that 

they are part of or representing. 

Node color is determined by the node type, 

e.g., file, data transformation, (sub)analysis, or 

layer.



Future Work 
The interactive provenance graph visualization presented in this poster is 
fully integrated into the Refinery Platform and is being tested in a range of 
application scenarios. We are planning to refine our technique to support a 
wide range of use cases and to scale the visualization to thousands of 
nodes. 

Make Provenance Graph Actionable to (Re-)Launch Analyses 

Study Use of DOI Function and Derive Common Usage Patterns 

Integrate Further Motif Discovery Algorithms for Better Compression 

Improve Labeling of Nodes with Long Labels 



Postdoc Positions
Department of Biomedical Informatics - Gehlenborg Lab
Multiple post-doctoral fellowships in biomedical informatics are available 
immediately to work in the lab of Nils Gehlenborg at Harvard Medical 
School. 

The goal of our research is to improve human health by developing 
computational techniques and interfaces that enable scientists and 
clinicians to efficiently interact with biomedical data. We design, 
implement and evaluate methods and tools that leverage the knowledge 
and cognitive skills of biomedical and clinical investigators in order to 
enable the interpretation of large and heterogeneous data sets. 

Ideal candidates will have a PhD in a quantitative field and a substantial 
experience in visualization and analysis of biomedical data. Excellent 
programming skills are essential. 

Please send your CV, a research statement, PDFs of your three best 
papers, and three letters of recommendation to nils@hms.harvard.edu

mailto:nils@hms.harvard.edu

